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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to compare the degree of uniform approximation 
of a function fE C”[-1, I] by algebraic polynomials of degree v, E,cf), to the 
degree of uniform approximation when the polynomials are restricted to 
satisfy 
py(ti) = f”‘(t& i=l ,..., y> j = 0, I,..., K, 
denoted &(f, A,). Clearly 
E(f, 4 2 C(f)9 kfV>Y(K+ I)- 1. 
Our goal is to obtain an “inverse” result. A special case of our result is 
E”(f) = O(v-5) => E”(f, A,) = O(v-8) (1) 
unless /3 is an even integer, K < p < 2K, f is not in Cz”[-1, I] and one of the 
interpolation nodes is fl, in which case 
E"(f) = O(v-6) 3 E"(f, A,) = O(v-B log v). (2) 
Our method of proof is to transform to the trigonometric case, find an 
even interpolant that approximates and interpolatesf(cos Q, and then trans- 
form back. As is usual, the difficulty comes at the endpoints, and, in this case, 
in order to transform the interpolation at the endpoints, it is necessary to 
interpolate to order 2K in the trigonometric setting. The latter is what 
presents the difficulty and eventually leads to the difference in estimates 
(1) and (2). 
Hill et al. [3] have proved a Jackson-type estimate for &(A A,) (see also 
Beatson [2, Theorem 2.41 for a different proof and for the following state- 
ment of the result). 
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THEOREV I. Few m% X- I . 2. 3.. . thew cl.\-ists m L,. , undJi)r euci7 set 
of side conditions A, nYth K ‘.: Ii there exists N v1 , not depending on the,firnction 
f E C”[- I. 11. such rhat E,(,fl A,) is ii,ell dqfi’ned md suliTfie.v 
where w(f’“). .) is the twoduuhu of continrti~~~ ofLfi’! ott [- 1, 11. 
In many cases the estimate of this paper will be stronger than that of 
Theorem 1. For example. Timan [6, pp. 342-3431 shows that it f’(x) = 
(1 - .$)l~‘~, then E,(.f’j -= O(V-‘:L), implying E,(f) = O(V-~~). At the same 
time I,--%@‘, I,-~) is of the exact order I+ ‘4. For this function and approxima- 
tion from polynomials in the set 
A, =1/7gC1[-l. 11:/7(l) =f(l)and/7!.(1) -f’(l): 
Theorem 1 provides the estimate E,,(J A,) = O(V-~“.‘~), whereas the result of 
this paper provides the estimate E;.(,f. A,) = O(V-~‘“). 
2. ESTIMATES IS TERMS OF e,(g’“‘) WHERE g(O) =f(cos 0) 
Beatson [I] considered the problem of approximating a K-times continuous- 
ly differentiable 2~ periodic function g (henceforth written g E C++r. ~1) 
by trigonometric polynomials satisfying Hermite interpolatory side condi- 
tions. Define A:. E:(g), E:(g, A,“), similarly to A, i E!(f). E,,(,f. A,), but with 
nodes of interpolation now in T. the unit circle. and uniform approximation 
by trigonometric polynomials on T. .4lso eV(glK1) denotes the degree of 
approximation of gfK) by trigonometric polynomials of degree 1’ (at most) 
with constant part zero. Then 
THEOREM 2 [l. Theorem 2. I]. For each K = 1. 2. 3 . . . . . There exists at1 
MK :- 0, and for each set of side conditions AZ a v1 = v1 (K, t, ,..., t.,,) not 
depending on g such that for any g E C*“[ --TT. 71 Ez(g. AZ) i.y dtlfned and 
satisfies 
E*(g, A*) < ” K :WSv-Ke,(g(K)) 7 vv Ii? v, . 
As a corollary to this theorem we have 
COROLLARY 3 [I. Corollary 2.41. For eaclt K I. 1, 3 .___. there esists at7 
121k I‘:- 0, and for each set of .side conditiotts A, prol:ided tlttrt - 1 < t, .-: I. 
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i = I,..., y, a v1 , not depending on f, such that for ay f e c"[- I. 11 E,(.f, A,) 
is dejined and satisfies 
alhere g E C*“[-T. T] is dejned by g(8) =f(cos P). 
This corollary follows upon use of the standard transformation g(e) = 
f(cos 6). Crucial to its proof is that for fi ..fi E P[-r, z] and ; ti : < 1, the 
condition 
$$ (td = $$ (fi,: j = 0 . . . . . K. 
is equivalent to 
g (e,,-,) = $p (e,,-l). j = o,..., K; 
where 8fi-1 = I cos-l ti 1 , Bzi = -0,,-1 . and g,(B) = fi(cos 6)? g,(8) = 
j12(cos 0). 
If ti = k 1 is one of the interpolation nodes then the transformation of the 
interpolation conditions associated with the transformation f--f g is less 
simple. 
LEW\lA 4. Let f E C[- 1, l] be 2m times differentiable with respect to s at 
s x I [s = -I]. In order that the condition 
$$ (1) = rj : j = 0, l:.... FH; [$ (-1) = Sj : j = 0 ,.... I??: 1 
be sati.g#ied it is necessary and s@icient that 
a2i.iri , j = O,..., m; 2 CT) = i b,i,is< . .i = 0 . . . . . /HZ], 
i&U 
where g(8) =f(cos e), the apj,i [b,j,i] are constants which do not depend on f, 
a u,o = 1 [bo,o = 11, and a,j,j = (-1)’ (2j)!!(j!2j). j > 0. [b,j,i = (2j)!!(J!Zi), 
j > 0.: 
Remark. By the sentence “fis 2m times differentiable at x = 1” we mean 
that the definition offcan be extended to an open interval (a, 6) containing 
1 so that all the derivatives up to order 2m - 1 are defined on (a, b) and 
f”“‘)(l.) exists. This is equivalent to another formulation involving ordinary 
derivatives on (a: 1) and one-sided derivatives at 1. 
f&/28/;-2 
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Proof. Sincefis 2~ times ditierentiable with respect to s at .\- I. y is 71~r 
times differentiable ivith respect to H at H .l 0. All odd-order derivatives of g 
are zero at P 0 since g is even. bt’riting 
4! l!t 1Pg rl”t’ c/f - LY . sin ti. -- _ --. 
de (1.Y 1W (LY” 
. sin? 6 - L- cos H. etc.. 
d.Y 
one finds 
h- 2 0. 2..... 2/j/: 
\\here the u,:,; do not depend on ,f and q,,,, =~ I. For i ;:-. 0. consider the 
particular functiolif(s) 2 (s - I )‘: . . I’ with all derivatives except the ith zero 
at s = I. and (&f/d.?)( 1) 1. The corresponding periodic function g is 
given by the everywhere-convergent power series 
This series is difierentiable term by term with 
cPg 
Jg; (0) = 0, II = o,.... 2; - 1: and A!& (0) = ‘-,yy 
Since i was any positive integer. it follows that 
while from above a,,,,. = (- 1)” (2k)!l(k! 2’9. k > 0. 
This shows the necessity of the condition for s = 1. Since the (FH 1) -: 
(m -- 1) lower-triangular matrix, withjth row 
N~i,~~N2i,l '.' &;O .'. 0. 
is invertible. the condition is also sufficient. The case s = - 1 may be treated 
similarly. 
Lemma 4 and the discussion above it show that iffE CeK[-1. l] and the 
even trigonometric polynomial i,. interpolates to g(0) =f(cos 8) and its first 
2K derivatives at ei = ’ cos-‘t, : . i = I....: y: then p,(x) = i,(cos-l-u) is an 
algebraic polynomial interpolating to f and its first K derivatives at I;. i m= 
I _____ y. Hence arguing as in [I _ Corollary 2.41 Theorem 2 implies 
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COROLLARY 5. For each K = 1. 2, 3,..., there exists an Mz, > 0; atld for 
each set of side conditions A, , a v1 , not depending on f E P[ - 1, I]: such 
that E,.(.fi A,) exists and satkfies 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In what follows let N denote the set of natural numbers. Combining some 
results of Steckin [5] and Zamansky [7] we have 
THEOREX~ 6. For each ,j E N there exist constants A,/ arid Bi \lith the 
/oIlowing properties: Let g E C*[- rr, T] and let t, be a seqaetve of poll’no- 
rnials (tY is of degree not e-weeding 1’) apprositnating g with I g - t, i nom 
imreasing. Then 
(9 x.P=, nj-’ g - tn I c:: ~ x implies giJ’ exists arfd i.r continuous, and 
1 g”’ - p I < ,4, i ,1)-l ,c - f,L ‘. vv > 0. 
,I=[:. 2, 
(ij) ‘; t(j) .< ,, ‘=. Bi I”,=, .jpl : g - I,,+, . Vv. 
Proof. For a proof of the first statement see Lorentz [4: pp. 58-621. 
To verify the second statement one starts with the Zamansky-type re- 
presentation (2” .< 1: < 2”’ l,,j E A’) 
I t,“) 1 ..;; I t,lj) - t:;) / + il ti!’ - ti!!, - II(‘) - tit;’ 
and uses Bernstein’s inequality, finding 
(l/2) j! ti” - (v’ g - t,,. I - 2’ g - t 1 - g - t,, ) 
implying 
Y 
/ t(j) 
Y ,. -5; Bj x n-l ,’ g - t,‘-, I. 
,I =l 
where Bj is a constant depending on j alone. 
atid 
P;,“( ‘;I ,,“Cij . i l..... t/J. i O... . . p. 
PY ... D, mxi ci; /. i i 
Proof. Let T be the unit circle. and B, . . . . . B, be disjoint open sets in T 
containing t, . . . . . td As in [I, Theorem 2.11 we can then construct for all 1-p 
not less than some 10~ trigonometric polynomials Aij , i = I ,.... 4, j = O..... p 
of degree at most 1’ with 
li -- 0. I. 2,..., 
t’ 0 . .._. r. i Z= 11. 
r -.... i and /ljj’(t,) == ,j! X’. 
where ,\ = [I*.‘(P -: I )](.I. 1 for 1’ .: I,.,). [.I is the integral part function. and 
We proceed to define some polynomials H,! of degree =;v with the pro- 
perty that 
H$t,) z= 6;,.6,,v’ i. e I..... l/J: j. r --: 0.. ._ p. 
Let i be arbitrary but fixed and define Hi, = xr=‘=, b,.h+. where the b,. are 
the solution of the equation 
i 
lr;,(t,) 0 0 h 0 I?!:,‘( t;) /I):tj) 0 0 /J, 0 
hj;(t,) /&‘(t;) . . . . . h):‘(t,) hi V’ 
hli’(ti) /11;1’( t,‘) . . . . ’ . . /Iji’(t;) Ii l=H h,, 0 
For all r mm O..... p, divide the rth row of the matrix and the rth element of the 
product vector by r!k. The matrix equation becomes Ab = c. where A is 
lower triangular and has ones on its diagonal. Since A has determinant one a 
unique solution exists. Also. since $1 ‘--a 1. all the elements in 4 and c are 
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bounded in magnitude by (201, f 1))“. Hence by Cramer’s rule there exists an 
E, , depending on p alone, such that ! bj : ,< E,, , j = O,..., p. Hence 
j = 0 ,..., p, where F, = E,(p $ 1). Since i was arbitrary this is also true for 
i-1 ,..., #. Now choose v1 > 2 v so large that 6, -< I/# for v .;s 5~~ . Then 
for i == l,..., $, j = 0 ,... ~ t.~, v 2 v1 . The polynomial 
PI: = f i cijH,j 
i-1 j=o 
has the properties listed in the statement of the lemma, with D, = 2(~ - I) F,, . 
THEOREM 8. Let K be a positise integer. There exist constants C, alzd C, 
depending on K alone with the following property: Let tl , ta ,..., t, , be distinct 
points in [- 1, l] and f E CK[- 1, 11. Suppose xz=:=, ~z~-~E,(f) < to and let k 
be the largest integer in [K, 2~1 for which xz==, n”-lE,(f) < S. Then there 
exists an integer v1 = v~(K, II ,..., t.,.) such that for v >:- v1 
E,(f, A,) < Cl+ c r+E,(f) + C, 1 v-?j 
,Z>p/2] kcs2j<2hc 
(f)) 
n,here the term incolcing C, may be deleted unless 51 is ojle of the ititer- 
polation nodes. 
Remark. The theorem gives no information about functions in C”[- 1, l] 
for which xzz1 n+‘E,(f) diverges. However the “gap” is small. For example, 
f~ c”[-I, l] implies E,(f) = ~(n-~) and E,(f) = O(n-K(log n)-“) implies 
that the series converges. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Assume throughout the following that v 3 ^J 
(K + 1) - 1. If P is a polynomial of degree ,< v then E?(f) = Ev(f - P), 
and Ev(fy A,) = E,(j- P, A,). In particular we may choose P so that 
(f - P)(j) (tJ = 0, i = I...., 7, j = O,..., K. Hence it suffices to prove the 
theorem when 
f’j’(tJ = 0, i=l ,.... y, j = o,..., K. (3) 
Case 1. One of the nodes of interpolation is &I. Assume without loss of 
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generality that both - 1 and --I are nodes of interpolation. Let g(u) ~~ 
f(cos 0). Then E,(f) 7. E”(g). Let 
be the images of t, . . . . . t.,. under the transformation 6, = arc cos(r). Note 
that (3). the eveness of g, Lemma 4, and the discussion above it imply 
g”‘( IHj) = 0. ,j = 0 . . . . . K. i == I..... ;‘. (4) 
For each 1’ let ti. be the trigonometric polynomial of best uniform approxi- 
mation to g. By Lemma 7 there exists a D,, depending on K alone, and a 
V1(&(2K - I) - I) depending on K and the nodes of interpolation, such that 
for 11 ‘;.; 1~~ there is a trigonometric polynomial of degree ,<v satisfying 
pj,fq gj,) = - j(“‘( f&) 
I . k -: 2.i ‘... 2~. iE(I,yl. 
and having all other derivatives up to order 2K zero at the nodes. with 
D,, E,.(,f ) i 1-m’ I’, . . ( 
glll ~ f!l,l ~ z v-2j t,!Zjl 
1-1 i 2j+ 1 
Using the estimates of the quantities on the right-hand side above from 
Theorem 6 \ve find there exist constants A, and C, depending on K only- 
such that 
/? ,Ll ILt -:. x /PLE,,(f) - c, c 
I, J[‘. ‘“1 
~,, r;,-h I*-?’ i 11” -‘E,;+,(f). (6) 
.> 1 
Now consider the trigonometric polynomial (I, ~ p,). since k -:: K. (4) 
and (5) imply 
(1, ~- ,Dr)“’ (XBi) mp 0. j = 0 ..... KS L I..... :/e 
(t,. - pp ( IO,) = 0, K < ?j 5:. 2K. is(l,yj. 
Since the nodes of interpolation are symmetric about zero the even part 
(t;. - &.) of this trigonometric polynomial also satisfies these conditions. In 
addition all the odd order derivatives of (i,. j:,) vanish at 0 and 1~. Thus 
(f: - &,“‘(=H;) :- 0. j ~ O..... K. i I . . . . y. 
(7) 
(f,, - jJ,.,‘/‘( It);) -= 0. K i ZK. iZ(1.y;. 
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Since g is even and using (6) 
I g - (i;, ~- jv, < / g - (t, f p,)i < ,, g - t,. - i pti, /
-< c,v-” i IFEn 2 c, c Ff’ i n”-‘&,~l(f). 
rc=[i “1 !, n;;rh- ,.=l 
where C, . C, depend on K only. 
lt remains to transform back to the algebraic case. Equation (7). Lemma 4, 
and the discussion immediately preceding it show that the algebraic poly- 
nomial rV given by r,(x) = (& I p,.) (arc cos x) interpolates to f and its first K 
derivatives at tr ,..., t, . Also ,, f - r, l’[-l.l~ = 1, g - (i,. - jv)~i[-z.nl . There- 
fore the sequence of polynomials {r,:-F=,,, provides the estimate of the present 
theorem. 
Case 2. Xone of the interpolation nodes is = 1. In this case the Theorem is 
an obvious corollary of Theorem 2 and Theorem 6. 
The most interesting special case is 
COROLLARY 9. Zff E CK[- 1, I] rhen 
unless /3 is an eL:en integer. K < /3 :< 2K. f is not in CpK[- 1. I] and one of the 
nodes qf interpolation is & 1 in which case 
uf) = WV4 =-- E”(“L A,) = O(v-3 log 1:). (9) 
Proof If /.I? s< K the result is a corollary of Theorem 1. JffE CzK[-l, I], 
or = 1 are not nodes of interpolation, the result follows from a combination 
of Corollary 5 and Corollary 3. respectively, with the estimates of Theorem 
6(i). If /3 > K is not an integer then the result is immediate from Theorem 8. 
It remains to consider the case of fi or> K. an integer. If /3 > 2K - 1 then 
k = 2K and the result is immediate from Theorem 8. If K < b < 2~ then 
vve ma-y assume, without loss of generality, that /3 is the largest integer in 
(K. 2K] for which E”(f) = U(V-3). Then by Theorem 6(i) and well-known 
Jackson theorems it follows that fi > k. Indeed since z tz-? converges either 
/3 = k or /3 = k - 1. The first term on the right-hand side of the inequality 
of Theorem 8 will be o(v-~) if p = k, and O(V-~) if /3 -= k 1 I. The second 
term on the right-hand side of this inequality will be O(vma), unless fi = 
k - I = 2j < 2K, in which case it will be O(v-3 log v). This concludes the 
proof. 
Remarks. It is not known if the estimate (9) is sharp. It is clear that if 
the interpolation at the endpoints is restricted to orders ( [K/I] then the 
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last term in the estimate of Theorem 8 \vould not occur (13 K) and hence 
there would be no exceptional case. 
I would like to thank Professor S. D. Riemenschneider for his substantial contributions 
to this version of the paper. 
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